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ABSTRAc"l.-The assumed function of pre-Columbian earthen pits in New Zealand as
oveT>W1ntering storage facilities for sweet potatoes concomitantly infers a pre-Columbian

introduction of th<1t AmeriC<1n Indian crop. This, in tum, has led to the funher assumption that IpomoGa batiJuJ$ iL,} Lam.t knoV\<"11.1ocaUy ab kuml1l'Q; was the dominant prehistoric
domesticate on North Island. In contradistinction to these concepts, a case is presented
suggesting that the common PolyneSIan root crop, taro (ColncasiJJ esctJ:lenta (L.l SchotLl,

may have been more adaptable to nonhern New Zealand cliIThlte than has been assumed,
and was equally capahle of having its seed corms over-wintered in storage pits, Thus, it
may have been the dominant pre...columbian domesticate ofnorthem New Zealand, with
the more productive s>,;,>eet potato having arrived in post-Columbian time-sand been readily
<1dapted to 11Orthe,m New Zealand environment by applying the field and storage te£hniques
already developed by the Maori lor taro.

Ever since Roland Dixon (19321 presented his historically based argument for the
sweet potato haVing been introduced into Polynesia in pre-Columbian times, his view
has been generally accepted by most Polynesianists, In fact, to such an extent has this
occurred that it has led to the creation of several dubious cultural interpretations of
Polynesians l prehistoric past. These have been based not only on Dixon}s questionable
assessment of the historic records) but upon assumptions whichl perhaps because they
fit his hypothesis, remain unchallenged. One of these is the archaeological iurerpretation of the presence of ancient .M.aori storage pits as being indicators of an early
pre-Columbian presence of Ipomoea bataws (1.1 Lam, in New Zealaud, This, in turn,
suggests a still earlier introduction of that tuber into central Polynesia, if one accepts
Yen)s assumption that there was a single, prehistoric transfer from South America which
was first implanred in that area of Polynesia IYen 1974:259-2601,
'The aIChaeologicai interpretation of the function of early Maori storage pits h.. been
based upon a seemingly logical} but not necessarily correct, series of assumptions. The
clearest of these has been best stated by lanet Davidson who wrote: "Of all the tropical
crops available to migrating Polynesians, the kullUlr4 has adapted best in New Zealand
conditionsi it is reasonable to assume that the earliest settlers, like their descendants,
concelltlated their attention on the most successful of their cultigens (Davidson
1979:2341."
No one could argue with Davidson regarding the adaptive qualities of the sweet
porato, nor her logical reasoning that the earliest settlers would probably have concentrated on their most successful cultigens. What is questionable, however, is the
assumption that the sweet potato was one of the crops of the earliest settlers in New
Zealand,
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This idea seems to hAve been given its strongest support by yet another assumption
based upon an attempt to interpret the function of a special type of prehistoric struc·
rure, thought to hAve been for storage, by applying historic ethnographic analogy. This
was the rectangularl roofed, semi-pit structure whose function as a sweet potato storage

facility was originally suggested by Jack Golson in 1959. These had been excavated by
him at an Archaic site at Sarah's Gully. Since it was known thAt historic Maori hAd stored
sweet potatoes in pits to serve as seed stock for the following spring planting, Golson
applied ethnographic analogy to suggest a similar function for the Sarah's Gully struc·
tures. Since the radiocaroon dates for the site fell within the fourteenth century, by
inference sweet potatoes had to hAve been in cultivation during thAt pcricd of time (Golson
1959:45]. This initial interpretation became sufficiently accepted thAt by 1970 R. G. Law
found no reason to hesitate in stating in a footnote that liThe vast majority of pits
excavated in New Zealand can hAve served no other function but kumara storage
(Law 1970:114, ft. nt. 21." However, in his final remarks he confessed that while evidence
pointed to agriculture being early in New Zealand, the presence of the sweet potato at
that time could only be inferred (Law 1970:125].
Yet another argument for an early pre-Columbian introduction of the sweet potato
has to do with what is seen as the need for an extended length of time for it to have
adapted to New Zealand's cooler climates IO'Brian 1972:349; Yen 1974:3071. While
varieties of 1. batatas must vary in their adaptive capabilities, the time factor need not
have been overly excessive. At least we know that those thAt were introduced into the
eastern seaboard of the United States, almost certainly from the Caribbean islands,
appear not to hAve required a particularly long time to adapt to those cooler climates.
Consider, for example, thAt the first EngLish settlement in thAt region was Jamestown,
VirginiA, founded in 1607, and thAt by 1642 sweet potatoes were reported as one of the
crops growing in ViIginia. Thus, no more than 35 years was needed for the sweet patato
to adapt to the climatic conditions of the seaboard between the latitudes of 37 and 38
degrees North. By 1764, 122 years later, the tuber was reported as heing in general use
in New England, which would place the sweet potato about 4O'N. [Hedrick 1972:3151.
A time span of no more than 157 years, and probably less, was required for adaptation
to those more extreme temperate environments.
While this is no attempt to equate precisely the environmental factors of the eastern
seaboard with those of North Island, New Zealand, the historically recorded adaptive
time element in the former region strongly suggests thAt no overly great amount of time
need be envisaged for the adaptation of the sweet potato to at least the northern portion
of the latter region. Therefore, the argument that its adaptation is an indication of its
early pre-Columbian introduction into New Zealand would appear to be doubtful at best.
Since there is no solid evidence that the sweet potato was a pre·Columbian crop
in New Zealand, there remains the passibil ity of its having been an early post-Columbian
introduction. It would thus seem equally plausible to assume that the store of crops
brought by the earliest agricultural settlers were only those of southeast Asian.origin.
Of these, historical records woulrl seem to show thAt taro, Coloeasia escu1enta[L.1 Schnrt,
has proven to have adaptive qualities that have allowed it to grow in the wanner areas
of the subtropics both to the north and south of the equator. For example, in Europe
it was reported at an early date to be growing in Portugal and southern Italy, which would
place it in the latitude of 4O"N. (Gandolle 1967:741. It waS also noted as being cultivated
in Japan (Hedrick 1972:1861, where it was probably limited to that country's subtropical
zone. This latter extends north on the east coast of Honshu to about 36'N. and on its
west coast to only ahout 34°3O'N. {Spencer 1954:403, Fig. 1361.
Soutb of the eqlUltor, in New Zealand, there appears to hAve been a belief that taro
was limited to the more northern areas of North Island IGroube 1967:21·221. However,
although Cook recorded sweet potatoes and yams {Dioscorea spp.1 growing around Tolaga
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Bay on the east eoast of North IsJand at about 38°30'S. [Cook 1955, 1:186·87), his
naturalist, Sydney Parkinson, identified the latter crop not as yams but as taro (Parkin.
son 1784:96-98). That this was eorreet is supported by both Parkinson and the other
expedition naturalist, Joseph Banks, who reported no yams until the Bay of Islands was
reached at about 34°30'S. In addition, the latter noted "cocos," the early vemacular name
for taro, growing at Anaurn Bay. just north of Tolaga Bay IBanks 1963, I:417). That some
unidentified varieties of taro have been known to grow somewhat farther south than
4O"S. is indicated by R. Garry Law who cited E. Dieffenbach a8 referring to taro being
grown in Queen Charlotte Sound (Law 1969:26). While this may have represented a
historically introduced variety, at least it illustrated the adaptive capabilities of the plant.
Regardless, 00 the basis of Parkinson and Banks, it would appear that taro was not always
limited to the northernmost portion of North Island, and thus could have heen a far more
important prehistoric food crop than has been assumed. Accepting this as a possibility,
it is worth returning to the subject of the pre·Columbian storage structures.
So well established has been the assumption of an early cultivation and storage of
sweet potatoes that nobody in recent years seems to have seriously investigated the
possibility that such facilities might have original1y been used for taro. Yet, not only
did Elsdon Best mention the use of storage pits for the taro cormlets used for seed stock
lBest 1976:238,243), but some of Douglas Yen's Maori informants on the east coast of
North Island cordirroed that such a practice had been common until quite recently.
Furthermore, Yen noted that there were varieties of taro still being grown by the Maori
in Northland and along the east coast that were capable of ovcr·wintering in the ground
in favorable locations (Yen 1961:3451.
Though there was knowledge of the former storage of taro corms in pits, it appears
not to have been applied as a plausible alternative to the presumed sweet potato storage
funetion of at least the Archaic pits. Such an alternative would do away "'ith the need
to assume a warmer climate having had to exist in order for the sweet potato to have
initially survived early introduction using only traditional tropieal agrieultural tech·
niques which did not require storage, as envisaged by Yen IYen 1974:29, 298·3011. In
other words, had the earliest agricultural settlers arrived on North Island without the
sweet potato, but with an adaptive variety of taro, sueh as was still gro",ing in Northland
in 1961, climatic deterioration need not have had to be a eonsideration. The initial
agricultural requirements of what surely was a small founding population could have
been served by those initial corms and their offspring that had been planted in the more
favorable locations, not to mention the gourd and the less adaptive yam that may have
come witb them. As the population increased, and the need to grow additional taro heyond
the limited favorable locations became necessary, the time factor involved in such
population growth would have been sufficient for the innovative experimentation in
developing a technique of over·wintering the seed taro in prepared storage pits. Having
once developed this technique, such knowledge, perhaps accompanied by minor varia·
tions, would have been available when the sweet potato finally did make its appearance
in New Zealand at a later date.
That taro can be stored in subtropical regions has been proven in the United States
in at least one area. Experiments by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in growing taro
for commercial purposes in the humid subtropical southern states, found that extended
storage for sueh a crop waS quite feasible. It was determined that both the corms and
eormlets, especially the latter, could be stored in ventilated, dry basements for a number
of months, the cormlets up to six months, without sprouting. However, the temperature
had to be maintained at around 500F. IHJllC.I. Lower temperatures, especially those
approaching freezing, killed the buds. The foremost requirement before undertaking sueh
storage waS the need to Cure the corms and cormlets under eonditions of free venti·
lation for several days at the time of harvest [Young 1924:171. That such open air euring
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before storage may have been practiced by the Maori WaS suggested by a statement by
Best. He reported that in many caseS harvested taro was not stored in food storage pits
but stacked outdoors in conical heaps and covered with lUshes or sedge grass (Best
1976:238), While this was interpreted by him as an optional storage technique, its real
purpose may have been to cure the seed stock before final storage, Thus, considering
the need for ventilation, dryness, and freedom from frost, the New Zealand rectangular,
roofed, semi'pit structures, especially those with presumed drainage channels, may well
have originally been made to accommoda.te the more limited storage time requirements
for over-Wintering taro, rather than sweet potato,

Adding to this scenario that taro may have been the important early crop is the matter
of its soil requitements, While wetland taro is best served by alluvial soils in valley floors,
dryland taro, although adaptable to a variety of soils, is reported to give best results when
planted in well drained, friable soils Ide Ia Pena 1983:1671, This latter condition cor·
responds quite well with what has been assumed to represent prehistoric Sweet potato
soils in New Zealand, especially those in which sand or gravel has been added (Law
1970:117; Bellwood 1979:3821, Indeed, Best i 1976:2361 referred to Colenso's observation
of taro fields covered with white sand, as well as judge ), A, Nilson's account of sand
or gravel being phced in a layer over the soil (Best 1976:2411. He also referred to yet
another source in which it was claimed that in planting taro in a hole, the connlets were
surrounded with graveilBest 1976:2361. In other words, the very soil additives that have
been used as iodicators of fonner plantings of sweet potatoes, apply equally well in
assuming the fonner presence of taro. That both may be correct is a possibility in that,
with the iotroduction of the more productive sweet potato, fields formerly used for
planting taro were turned over to the production of sweet potatoes,
Based upon the above considerations, it would seem that Groube was indeed
correct when, 10 1967, he warned that the place of taro as a possible significant agricultural
food had not been sulficiently considered in archaeological ioterptetation in New Zealand,
and that the importance of the sweet potato was ouly based upon ethnographic analogy
IGroube 1967:21-22), Nonetheless, there cannot be much doubt that when the more
productive and adaptive sweet potato did arriveJ it soon became the more significant

of the two crops, Agaio, it is a question of when it arrived in New Zealand, and there
are as yet no firm indications 10 the New Zealand archaeological record of when that
might have taken place, It could have been a post-Columbian introduction from a source
much doser to New Zealand than the often presumed Society Islaods region. Gonzalez
de Leza, chief pilot of Quiros' 1605-6 colonizing expedition from Peru, specifically stated
that they had planted potatoes on Espiritu Santo in the New Hebrides (Markham
1967:3871_ Although Dixon {1932:43) chose to accept this as a reference to the common
potato, Solanum tuberosum L., such seems highly unlikely sioce S, tuberosum i. a
temperate crop of which varieties have ouly recently been successfully introduced into
some of the tropical islands ul the Pacific (Barrau 1958:58, 87, 1961:611, It thus appears
more probable, given Quiros' expedition having been victualled on the coast of Peru whete
l. baratas thrived, that de Leza's potatoes were sweet potatoes, Such could have diffused
southward to New Caledonia and, as with Yen and Wheeler's 42-chromosone form of
taro (1968:2641, been transferred by an intentional or accidental human voyagesouthward
to New Zealand. As previously noted) its adaptation to at least the northern portion of

North Island need not have taken as long as has been conjectured, and with a pit storage
technique for taro already 10 place, it would have been but a matter of applying this
proven procedure to the more productive sweet potato to allow its further spread,
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